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Abstract - Data mining deals with clustering and classifying large amounts of data, in order to discover new knowledge from the existent data by identifying correlations and relationships between various data-sets. Cellular automata have been used before for classification purposes. This paper presents a cellular automata enhanced classification algorithm for data mining. Experimental results show that the proposed enhancement gives better performance in terms of accuracy and execution time than previous work using cellular automata.
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I. Introduction

A cellular automaton (CA) is a discrete mathematical model with three main components; namely, a finite automaton, a regular lattice (grid) not necessarily finite, and a neighborhood rule that defines the set of neighboring cells for every position in the grid. The global behavior of a CA may be described locally because each finite automaton in the grid takes the states of its neighbors as input. However, cellular automata with simple local behavior may give rise to complex dynamic systems. The set of particular states of all the automata in the grid of a CA at a given time is called a configuration. The grids can be seen as matrices of states with a given dimension. The most common grids are one and two dimensional grids.

Cellular automata have been successfully used in practice in many different ways as simulation tools for a wide variety of disciplines, including physical modeling and simulation [1], biology [2], fluid dynamics [3], pattern recognition [4], logical organization behind self-reproduction [5], traffic simulation [6] [7], edge detection [8], and urban development simulation [9] [10]. In the theoretical domain, they have been used as parallel computer abstract architectures [11] [12] [13] [14]. In [15] and [16] cellular automata were connected with formal languages as a standard method to study other decentralized spatially extended systems. CA’s have also been used as an alternative method to solve differential equations and to simulate several physical systems where differential equations are useless or difficult to apply [14].

Data mining refers to the process of analyzing huge data bases in order to find useful patterns. As in knowledge discovery, or statistical analysis, in data mining one of the most important applications is prediction. Data prediction has two main approaches, supervised and unsupervised [17]. Classification is the process of assigning an item the class to which it belongs, so it is a prediction process based on a rule. To classify the data, one must find rules that group the provided data instances into appropriate classes [18] [19] [20].

Cellular automata can be used successfully for data mining [21] [22] [23], because all decisions made locally depend on the state of each cell and the states of the neighboring cells.

In this paper we have used as basic data the same set of fMRI data that we classified in a previous paper [23] using an uni-dimensional CA. Here we are classifying those data with a two-dimensional CA which enhances in several ways the model proposed in [21]. This paper is an extended version of a short communication presented to an international conference [24].

II. Cellular Automata

There are many different types of cellular automata, depending on the differences of their components. These components are the states of the cell, the geometrical form of the lattice, the neighborhood of a cell, and the local transition function [1] [25].

One of the best known cellular automata is the game of life, introduced by John Conway [26]. The game of life is a very simple cellular automaton that has been proved to be computationally complete, being able (in principle) to perform any computation which can be done by digital computers, Turing machines or neural networks.

The cellular automaton associated to the game of life is defined thus:

- The grid is rectangular and potentially infinite.
The set of neighbors to a point in the grid consists of the point itself plus the eight adjacent points in the eight main directions in the compass (Moore's neighborhood).

Each finite automaton has two states: empty (also called dead, represented by a zero or a space character) and full (also called alive, represented by a one or a star symbol *). The set of states is thus represented by the two Boolean numbers \{0,1\} or the two characters space and *.

The transition function is defined by the following simple rules:
- If the automaton associated to a cell is in the empty state, it goes into the full state if and only if the number of its neighbors in the full state is exactly three.
- If the automaton associated to a cell is in the full state, it goes into the empty state if and only if the number of its neighbors in the full state is less than two or more than three.
- In any other case, the automaton remains in the same state.

Each time step is called a "generation". The set of all the cells alive at a given time step is called the "population".

The fact that the grid is potentially infinite makes the game of life difficult to implement. However, restricted versions, associated to a grid of finite dimensions, are very simple, at the cost of losing computational completeness.

The transition function defines the next state of the cell depending on its current state and the states of its neighbors (which act as the input to the finite automaton in the cell). There are different ways to define the neighborhood. The most common neighborhoods are Moore Neighborhood and von Neumann Neighborhood as shown in Fig.1 below.

![Moore Neighborhood](image1.png) ![Von Neumann Neighborhood](image2.png)

**Fig. 1 Common Neighborhoods**

Every cell uses the same update rules, which are applied to all the cells in the lattice simultaneously and synchronously. The update rule depends only on just the neighbors of each cell, so the process is local.

**III. Data Mining**

Classification is a supervised technique. This means that prior knowledge about the data is used to classify unknown data. Given an item, we want to determine to which class it belongs. To perform a classification, one must find a function or a set of rules that classify the given test data samples into specific groups. This function is the output of a training technique that uses the training data samples [17, 27]. In a formal way:

- Let the n dimensional space of real numbers \( R^n \) be our data universe, with points \( x \in R^n \).
- Let \( S \) be a sample set such that \( S \subseteq R^n \).
- Let \( f : R^n \rightarrow \{-1,1\} \) be the target function for a binary classification problem.

Let \( D = \{(x,f(x))\} | x \in S \) be the training set (training examples or training samples). Then we need to compute the approximate target function \( \hat{f} : R^n \rightarrow \{-1,1\} \) using D, such that:

\[
\hat{f}(x) \equiv f(x) \quad \text{for all } x \in R^n.
\]

Informally, while experimenting with a new classification algorithm, there are two phases, a training phase and a testing phase. The training phase uses a part of the dataset, called the training samples, to find the approximation function \( \hat{f}(x) \). In the testing phase, we apply this function \( \hat{f}(x) \) on another part of the dataset, called the testing samples. We then compare the results of the testing phase with the original classes of the testing samples and compute a few measurements to determine the quality of the new classification algorithm.

In clustering, there is no previous information about the data and the classes, which makes the problem
more difficult than classification. The initial number and the identity of the classes is decided first, and then each data sample is assigned to a specific class, based on the nature of the data sample and a specific heuristic procedure such as K-mean [23].

In this research our interest is classification, because we have previous knowledge about the classes and the data from our previous fMRI experiments [24] [28]. To evaluate a new classification algorithm we need standard measurements to compare the new algorithm with other related algorithms. Common evaluation tools are used for this, such as the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

IV. Cellular Automata for Data Mining

A number of CA models useful for classification have been proposed in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the first of them, Classification Cellular Automata (CCA), was proposed by Kokol et al [22]. It uses a two dimensional CA and a parameter (energy) that changes with time to provide a more accurate classification.

In this model, each feature in the dataset (e.g. age, income, height...) is mapped to a column of the CCA, each column having a predefined threshold. Each cell may be in one of five possible states, four as in fig 2.a, plus the dead state. Depending on their state, they may possess a given "energy" represented by variable “i” in fig 2.a, which may take three values: high (represented by a dark color), low (a light color) or dead (white). The state of a cell informs the learning procedure of the relation between the sample value and the threshold, and whether the training sample was classified correctly.

For example, as shown in fig 2.b, we first select income, then height, then income again (with the thresholds listed for each one) and encode them to the CCA. In more detail, the income value in the first row in the dataset is 14,000 (less than 15,000, the threshold in fig 2.b), so the mapping will be: Xi,j < tj with a low energy (i is false, because it is less by just a little). Whereas the value of income in the second row is 32,000 (greater than 15,000 by a lot), so the mapping will be: Xi,j > tj with a high energy (i is true). In the third row, the income value is 22,000 (greater than 15,000, by not too much), so the mapping will be: Xi,j > tj with a low energy.

The transition rules define the next state by comparing the current state of a cell with the states of its neighbors. The energy of the cell increases or decreases, depending on the actual combination. If a cell energy reaches zero, the cell stops working (is dead). The rules make the bottom training cells disappear after every timestamp. In the classification phase, a single test sample is put at the top of the CCA; then the test sample works its way down the classifiers, until a majority vote can be taken over all the classifiers, as in fig 2.c. The pseudo-code for the CCA algorithm is shown in listing 1.

This approach requires intuition to initialize the values of the energy parameter, and for the threshold selection. The model needs to be redesigned for each dataset. Another disadvantage is that it requires feature selection preprocessing, which is a time consuming operation.

Fig. 2. CCA. a. The four possible states.
   b. An example of mapping the dataset to the CCA for three values.
   c. The classification process for seven different values.
Listing 1. CCA Algorithm

// learning phase
Input: 1. Training set with n training samples
       2. Number of iterations T
Output: CCA with highest classification accuracy on the training set
1. for t=1 to T
2.      choose a learning sample I
3.      fill the automaton
4.      the cells in the automaton classify the learning sample I
5.      change cells energy according to the transition rules
6.      cells with energy below zero do not survive
7. end

// Testing phase
Input: A test sample
       Number of iterations V
Output: Class of the input sample
1. for t=1 to V
2.      the cells in the automaton classify the sample
3.      change cells energy according to the transition rules
4.      each cell with energy below zero does not survive
5. end
6. Classify the sample according to the weighted voting of the surviving cells.

A different model was proposed by Fawcett in his paper [21]. The CA grid is initiated with training instances (see Fig.3) and the CA is run with a flat space boundary condition. Each cell state represents the class of that point in the instance space, so the cells will organize themselves into regions that have the same class.

each cell’s four neighbors and assigns the new state of cell according to the majority class. With this procedure, the class of a given cell may change if the majority class changes.

Non stable n4_V1

\[
\begin{align*}
0 & : \text{class 1 neighbors} + \text{class 2 neighbors} = 0 \\
1 & : \text{class 1 neighbors} > \text{class 2 neighbors} \\
2 & : \text{class 1 neighbors} < \text{class 2 neighbors} \\
\text{Random (Class1, Class2)} & : \text{class 1 neighbors} = \text{class 2 neighbors}
\end{align*}
\]

The advantage of using this CA model is its simplicity, which makes it possible to implement it with hardware and so will run much faster than other data mining methods. The state transition for this model uses a voting rule which assigns a new state to each cell according to the number of neighbors (in a von Neumann neighborhood) in a specific class. A non stable n4_V1 rule is used, which examines the rule is defined thus, for a CA that must classify the date into two different classes (1 and 2):

![Fig. 3. Mapping the training data-set to CA initial values with Fawcett’s CA model.](image-url)
V. Proposed Algorithm

We propose an enhancement to this model by using the Moore neighborhood, which checks the states of eight cells in all directions. This neighborhood speeds the operation and makes the classification process more accurate. We have also modified the transition rule, so that when the number of class 1 neighbors equals the number of class 2 neighbors, we assign a new class (x) to the cell, as shown in fig 3. This change prevents these cells from changing or affecting the voting process in the next time step. However, at the end of the process, all cells whose state corresponds to the new class are changed randomly to one of the target classes.

modified non stable
n4_V1
\[
\begin{align*}
0 & : \text{class 1 neighbors + class 2 neighbors} = 0 \\
1 & : \text{class 1 neighbors > class 2 neighbors} \\
2 & : \text{class 1 neighbors < class 2 neighbors} \\
x & : \text{class 1 neighbors = class 2 neighbors}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig 4: Example of our new model voting process.
a) Cells in blue are assigned to class A.
b) Cells in green are assigned to class B.
c) Cells in brown are currently undecided (they belong to classes 0 or x).
Listing 2: The Algorithm Description

Input: \( A = \text{Array}[r,c] \), each cell represent class of record in the DB

Output: \( A \) with classified values

\( \text{Generation}=0 \)

While there is a cell with class 0 do
  \{ For \( i=1 \) to \( \text{rows}\_\text{size} \) do
    For \( j=1 \) to \( \text{columns}\_\text{size} \) do
      \{
        Check the classes of the 8 neighbors of \( A[i,j] \)
        If class 1 neighbors + class 2 neighbors = 0 then
          \( A\text{-temp}[i,j] = 0 \)
        else If class 1 neighbors > class 2 neighbors then
          \( A\text{-temp}[i,j] = \text{class} 1 \)
        else If class 1 neighbors < class 2 neighbors then
          \( A\text{-temp}[i,j] = \text{class} 2 \)
        else // class1 neighbors = class2 neighbors
          \( A\text{-temp}[i,j] = x \) //to avoid being classified again
      \}
    \}
  \}
  \{ A = A\text{-temp} \} // update the values of A cells

\( \text{Generation}++ \) //Number of generations counter

// Do last loop to update the dump values x
For \( i=1 \) to \( \text{rows}\_\text{size} \) do
  For \( j=1 \) to \( \text{column}\_\text{size} \) do
    If \( A[i,j] = x \) then
      \( A[i,j] = \text{random}(1,2) \)

Verify the result //compare A classes with the actual classes

VI. Experiments in two dimensions

We have implemented a CA simulator to do experiments with three different models using Borland Delphi Ver.7 and the MS Access database. For simplicity, we experiment with two-dimensional CA with just two classes and three different classification goals, as shown in fig 5.

Each goal is a 32x32 grid (1024 points) of binary data, taken randomly from the data set, so each cell belongs to one of two classes (0 and 1, represented as red and blue in Fig 5). On each experiment, a certain percentage of the data sample (1%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 99%) is assigned as initial values to the corresponding (randomly chosen) CA cells. The CA is left to evolve until a final result is reached, where all the cells are classified, and this result is compared to the original data sample.

We compared the four following models:
- The classical K-Nearest Neighbors model [17] with \( k=9 \). This value is estimated to correspond to the 8 neighbors in the Moore model.
- Kokol’s model
- Fawcett’s model, which uses Von Neumann neighborhood.
- Our own model, using Moore neighborhood.

We run the experiments 20 times for each initial value, and then computed the average of the number of generations, the number of error records and the average of the error ratio. So, the total number of
experiments for each model and each data sample was 220.

VII. Results

All the experiments we have performed show that our model is superior to the other models, both in terms of accuracy and performance, as can be seen in the tables, graphs and charts shown in Fig. 6 and 7.

- Fig. 6a compares the number of generations needed for convergence in our method and Kokol and Fawcett’s methods. It can be seen that ours is better or equal in all cases. In this case, the KNN method is not comparable, as the number of generations is not meaningful.
- Fig. 6b compares the error ratios for the four methods. It can be seen that ours is also better in all cases except for 1% initial values.
- Fig. 6c compares the number of error records in the four methods. Ours is again better in all cases except for 1% initial values.
- Fig. 6d compares the total computation times for the four methods. Except for 1% initial values, ours is clearly competitive with the other methods based on cellular automata. For 30% or more initial values, ours is faster than Kokol’s and KNN and as fast as Fawcett’s (which is the one we are trying to improve).
- Fig. 7 compares the results of our method with the KNN and Fawcett’s methods. It can be seen that ours provides the best approximation to the original figure.
VIII. Conclusions and future research

In this paper we present an enhancement on the use of cellular automata as a technique for the classification in data mining with higher or the same performance and more accuracy than previous methods. Our enhancements on this technique with respect to Fawcett’s method affect the majority rule by using the Moore neighborhood and by introducing a new state for undecided cases. As a future objective, we intend to analyze the effect of extending the Moore neighborhood to a greater radius. We also suggest that multi-dimensional CAs could be used as a classification technique. The number of dimensions would be correlated with the number of attributes used in the classification process. In general, in d-dimensional space, a von Neumann neighborhood will contain $2^d$ cells. With a Moore neighborhood, it will contain $3^d - 1$ cells. If we have ten attributes (for instance), each with ten records, the work space will consist of $10^{10}$ cells, and for each cell more than fifty thousand operations would be needed to examine its neighborhood.
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